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General Background

Since the early 1990s, there has been a tremendous growth in the use of genetic,
biochemical and electronic individual markers (progress in technology and cost)
The EAF has probably made these natural and artificial individual markers
more and more popular in fishery research:

 investigation of a wide range of questions
(being novel or traditional)

 provide a new and original perspective

Their outputs have already changed considerably our perception of several key
biological & ecological processes and have serious implications for management

There are three main types of genetic markers:

Advances in genetic markers
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Advances in genetic markers

Understanding key processes
• Many works on population structure &
reproductive strategy of cod, herring,
bluefin tuna, turbot, pollock, sea turtles,
marine mammals…

Impact of fishing
• Hauser et al. (2002) on New Zealand
snapper
• Hutchinson et al. (2003) on North Sea
cod
• Hoarau et al. (2005) on North Sea plaice

Impact of MPAs
• Pérez-Ruzafa et al. (2006) in the
Mediterranean sea bream

MPAs impact:

Although effective population size (Ne) is
<<< census population size (N), genetic
erosion due to fishing can happen: the
case of the New Zealand snapper:

MPAs is an effective tool for protecting
genetic diversity of Med. Sea bream at a
spatial scale < 1000 kms

Advances in genetic markers

Fishing impact:

Ho: Mean Observed heterozygosis; D: mean deficit in heterozygotes

But the spatial heterogeneity in genetic
structure of fish population imply specific
MPA design to favour connectivities
between sub-groups (from Pérez-Ruzafa et al. 2006)
Allele frequencies of locus GA2B (from Hauser et al. 2002)

Advances in biochemical markers

Concept
Chemical composition of hard (inert) structure (otolith, scale, vertebrae…) and isotopes
composition of soft tissues (muscle, liver, blood..) provide information of individual fish
life history and its environment

Otoliths are considered as precise and
continuous recorders of exposure to
environment and can provide detailed
chronologies (depending on the analytical
methodology).

Applications
The scope of otolith chemical tracers covers broad range of questions, e.g. individual
life histories, demography, population structure, larval dispersal, population
connectivity...

Advances in biochemical markers

For instance, the strontium/calcium ratio has been widely used as a tracer of salinity to
follow migration of diadromous species, i.e. salmon, eel:
 more complex habitat uses than
previously assumed
 habitat flexibility
LASAA has proposed a robust,
unsupervised and automatic method of
detection of movements between given
habitats
to
exploit
individual
chronologies
and
quantify
the
occurrences of the extracted tactics
From Fablet et al. 2007

Applying this technique on 192 eel otoliths from Gironde, 20 main habitat patterns have
been depicted, with 28% of eel being resident and 72% changing habitat once or more

Advances in biochemical markers

Other ratios, such Ba/Ca or stable isotopes (δ18O) for ambient temperature have been also
investigated with success:
δ18O and δ13C values in the milled otolith cores
(corresponds to age 0) was used to assign 194 bluefin
tuna collected between 1999 and 2004 to either eastern
or western nursery

“Western population” contribution per region & size:
 Gulf of Mexico giant: 99.3%
 Mediterranean Sea giant: 4.2%
 Mediterranean Sea medium: 4.2%
 Gulf of St. Lawrence giant: 100%
 Gulf of Maine giant: 94.8%
 Mid Atlantic Bight giant: 64.9%
 Mid Atlantic Bight medium: 55.7%
 Mid Atlantic Bight school: 42.6%
From Rooker et al. 2008

There are two main categories of electronics tags:
The acoustic/telemetry tags are small transmitters implanted or attached externally to

Advances in electronic markers

the fish that emit a signal at constant intervals
 To follow a fish from a boat (behaviour at small scales)
 Coupled with listening stations (to study fish within a
given location: strait, estuary, MPAs…)
This system has been applied to study
the behaviour of post-smolt Atlantic
salmon during their seaward migration
(Lacroix et al. 1996).
A $168-million conservation project
from Canada, “The Ocean Tracking
Network (OTN)”, aims to tracking
thousands of marine animals using
acoustic tags and acoustic receivers
deployed in 14 ocean regions

The archival/pop-up archival tags are small computer data loggers that record and

Advances in electronic markers

store information on time, swimming depth, water temperature and light levels
Intensively deployed since the 1990s on tuna,
marlin, shark, cod, turtle and marine mammal
Key information on behaviour (in
3D), habitat preferences, spatial
distribution,
migration
patterns
(population structure)

1999

2000

The Atlantic bluefin tuna case (more
than 1,200 archival tags deployed) in
the West Atlantic
 Movement patterns vary a lot
between individuals, years and
areas
 Stock boundaries challenged
2001
From Block et al. 2005

2002

2003

Advances in electronic markers

Ifremer has a slightly more modest program on bluefin tuna… Not so easy:


All logistic difficulties related to tagging



Expensive, but not that much compared to
scientific cruises…



Premature detachment (median ~ 75 days)



Noise

in

the

Argos

band

over

the

Mediterranean Sea…


Weather conditions during transmission

The accumulation of tracking data from archival
tagging further leads to an unique and highly valuable
source of information to identify key habitats and study
the impact of environmental changes on population


Foraging hotspot South of the Gulf of Lions???

Prospects: New markers

The three main types of markers are still improving and their full potential is far to
be achieved
New opportunities appeared
through the application of neutral
genetic markers to individual
level issues

• Traceability of fish products
• Contribution of a sub-population
component to spawning (Bekkevold et
al. 2007)
• Parentage analysis: Bentzen et al.
(2001) on salmon and Neff et al.
(2001) on sunfish

Genetic tagging to directly assess population abundance

Prospects: New markers

A mark-recapture program of free-ranging animals based on individual genetic neutral markers
that do not imply to capture or even observe these animals
1. Capture of a small biopsy with or without manipulation (for instance using soft harpoons)
2. In the lab., identification of specific neutral markers (precise enough to distinguish among individuals)
3. Recapture with the same procedure but in different time/area strata (e.g. biopsies on landed fish)
4. Statistical framework to estimate mortality and abundance from mark and recapture genetic data

Genetic tagging avoids two crucial problems in standard tagging operations:
 It minimises post-release mortality
 It estimates precisely the reporting rate

It has been applied with success on rather small/closed populations, such as marine mammals
(whale, seal) and terrestrial mammal populations (bear, marte). But currently applied on Pacific
rockfish and southern bluefin tuna

Prospects: Combining markers/models

Combining individual markers to circumvent theoretical and/or practical
limitations of one given marker:
• Archival tags with genetic or biochemical markers on same individual
• Archival with sonic tags: the ‘chat’ tag

Combining markers & models
• Non-linear state-space and particle filtering
Genetic markers
Phenotype-genotype

models to reconstruct individual life history
Electronic tags
Migration/behaviour
Env. conditions

• Using individual bio-energetic models (DEB) to
relate environmental conditions, fish metabolism
and otolith growth and opacity (first investigation
to reconstruct individual feeding conditions and

Fish bio-energetics
Biochemical markers

State-space
setting

temperature from otolith markers, Pecquerie,
Otolith markers

Fablet, pers. Com.)
Reconstruction of
individual life traits
Feeding conditions,
growth, Migration…

affaire à suivre…

